Outcomes from stereotactic surgery for essential tremor
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ABSTRACT
There are several different surgical procedures that are used to treat essential tremor (ET), including deep brain stimulation (DBS) and thalamotomy procedures with radiofrequency (RF), radiosurgery (RS) and most recently, focused ultrasound (FUS). Choosing a surgical treatment requires a careful presentation and discussion of the benefits and drawbacks of each. We conducted a literature review to compare the attributes and make an appraisal of these various procedures. DBS was the most commonly reported treatment for ET. One-year tremor reductions ranged from 53% to 63% with unilateral Vim DBS. Similar improvements were demonstrated with RF (range, 74%–90%), RS (range, 48%–63%) and FUS thalamotomy (range, 35%–75%). Overall, bilateral Vim DBS demonstrated more improvement in tremor reduction since both upper extremities were treated (range, 66%–78%). Several studies show continued beneficial effects from DBS up to five years. Long-term follow-up data also support RF and gamma knife radiosurgical thalamotomy treatments. Quality of life measures were similarly improved among patients who received all treatments. Paraesthesias, dysarthria and ataxia were commonly reported adverse effects in all treatment modalities and were more common with bilateral DBS surgery. Many of the neurological complications were transient and resolved after surgery. DBS surgery had the added benefit of programming adjustments to minimise stimulation-related complications. Permanent neurological complications were most commonly reported for RF thalamotomy. Thalamic DBS is an effective, safe treatment with a long history. For patients who are medically unfit or reluctant to undergo DBS, several thalamic lesioning methods have parallel benefits to unilateral DBS surgery. Each of these surgical modalities has its own nuance for treatment and patient selection. These factors should be carefully considered by both neurosurgeons and patients when selecting an appropriate treatment for ET.

INTRODUCTION
Essential tremor (ET) is a debated, heterogeneous entity that is historically considered the most common movement disorder in adults with an estimated prevalence of 0.5%–5.11 ET typically presents with kinetic, intention and/or postural tremor that symmetrically affects the upper extremities, although variable involvement of the neck, face, vocal cords and lower extremities can be seen.3,4 ET is not a life-threatening condition; however, it can profoundly impact the quality of life in patients with severe symptoms.6 8 Patients report difficulty with everyday tasks such as eating, drinking, handwriting and dressing. Many patients also experience social embarrassment regarding their tremor. Some will refrain from dining in public, and others will retire from employment early due to disabling symptoms.

Medical therapy is the first-line treatment for ET (particularly beta-blockers and primidone).7 However, medications alone are often insufficient to control severe symptoms and can have undesirable side effects.8 Currently, there are four effective surgical treatments for patients with ET. Most surgical interventions target the ventral intermediate nucleus (Vim) of the thalamus and the adjacent ventral white matter tracts.9 The purpose of this review is to present the existing literature regarding outcomes of the four commonly performed surgical treatments for ET: (1) deep brain stimulation (DBS), (2) radiofrequency (RF) thalamotomy, (3) gamma knife radiosurgical (GKRS) thalamotomy and (4) focused ultrasound (FUS) thalamotomy (table 1) and to provide a procedural comparison (table 2). This information provides a useful platform for clinicians and patients to review and discuss the nuances of the various surgical treatments for ET.

METHODS
In this review, we follow the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) standards. We searched Pubmed (1946–October 2017) by using both controlled vocabulary words and synonymous free text words for both the indication (ET) and treatment modalities (RF ablation, DBS, stereotactic radiosurgery (RS), FUS). The search was not limited by study design or language. Studies with unblinded and blinded assessments of outcome were included. Studies that reported results from five or more patients using a standard ET severity scale were included.

The primary objective was the assessment of efficacy and safety of the different modalities in the treatment of ET. The secondary objective was the assessment of the treatment outcome on the activities of daily living (ADLs) and the quality of life. The primary efficacy outcome was the difference in tremor before and after treatment. We examined studies that report tremor improvement according to the Fahn-Tolosa-Marin rating scale, the tremor subscore of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease...
Within the Vim nucleus, cells that fire synchronously with the dentate nucleus via the dentatorubrothalamic tract (figure 1) are retrieved by examining the references of the included studies. All searches were conducted on 1 October 2017. Further studies were retrieved by examining the references of the included articles.

**RESULTS**

**Deep brain stimulation for essential tremor**

First reported in the late 1980s, DBS has become the most common surgical procedure for ET and was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1997. The intranuclear Vim/Vop ventrolateral thalamus is the traditional target for ablative procedures and neuromodulation in ET, which receives unconscious proprioceptive information from the cerebellar dentate nucleus via the dentatorubrothalamic tract (figure 1). Within the Vim nucleus, cells that fire synchronously with the patients' tremor can be electrically recorded, and disruption of this activity has long been known to arrest tremor.

Vim thalamic DBS surgery is typically performed under local anaesthesia but can also be performed under general anaesthesia. A frontal burr hole is drilled, and thalamic intracranial electrodes are implanted. Microelectrode recordings for target mapping can be used to refine the final electrode placement. Macroelectrode stimulation can further facilitate optimisation of the target and clinical benefit and establish the presence of stimulation-induced side effects. Once in place, electrodes are secured to the skull and extension wires are used to connect the intracranial electrodes to an implanted pulse generator under general anaesthesia. The tremor suppressive effects of acute DBS are immediately evident.

We included 53 case series of DBS for ET (40 case series of Vim DBS, 13 cases of posterior subthalamic area/caudal zona incerta (PSA/cZI) DBS). These reports include 1093 patients (913 Vim, 180 PSA/cZI). A majority of operations were performed unilaterally (637 Vim, 121 PSA/cZI) compared with bilaterally (276 Vim, 59 PSA/cZI). Bilateral procedures were mostly performed during a single procedure. Several studies have shown that unilateral Vim DBS reduces overall tremor at 12 months. With unilateral Vim DBS, the overall tremor reduction that was reported ranged from 53.4% to 62.8% (online supplementary table 1). Action tremor involving the contralateral upper extremities was markedly improved with unilateral DBS with a reduction of tremor scores ranging from 38.2% to 78.9%. At longer follow-up out to 5 years, data demonstrated excellent contralateral upper extremity action tremor reduction (60.3%–75%) among patients with unilateral Vim DBS. Blomstedt et al reported a 60.3% reduction in contralateral upper extremity tremor at an average follow-up time of 86 months among 19 patients who received unilateral DBS. Thalamic DBS also improved ADLs by 57.9%–82% among patients with unilateral DBS at 1 year. ADL improvement after 5 years ranged from 32.3% to 51%.

Further studies suggested that bilateral Vim DBS was safe and led to greater overall tremor reduction since both sides of the body were treated. Bilateral Vim DBS reduces overall tremor by 66%–78% (online supplementary table 1). In addition, bilateral Vim DBS showed better improvement for axial and head/neck tremor and voice tremor. In 1999, Koller et al reported a series of 38 patients and noted that all patients with head tremor had some improvement with unilateral Vim DBS. Hagglund et al reported a 50% improvement in tremor reduction (60.3%–75%) among patients with unilateral Vim DBS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>A comparison of surgical outcomes for ET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DBS</strong></td>
<td><strong>FUS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience</strong></td>
<td>1093 patients since 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of Evidence, (OCER)</strong></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tremor control, 12-month follow-up</strong></td>
<td>Unilateral: 53.4%–62.8% Bilateral: 66%–78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tremor control, long-term follow-up</strong></td>
<td>Unilateral: 60%–75% Bilateral: 75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality of life improvements</strong></td>
<td>57.9%–82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complications (range, transient and permanent)</strong></td>
<td>Unilateral, bilateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dysarthria</strong></td>
<td>11%–39%, 22%–75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ataxia/gait</strong></td>
<td>9%–17%, 56%–86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hemiparesis</strong></td>
<td>5%, 5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skull penetration</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MRI guided</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Comparing procedural details for ET surgery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DBS</strong></th>
<th><strong>FUS</strong></th>
<th><strong>GRS</strong></th>
<th><strong>RF</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frame application</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hair removal</strong></td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Completely</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cranial burr hole</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target confirmation</strong></td>
<td>MER, electrical stimulation, procedural evaluation</td>
<td>Test lesions, procedural evaluations</td>
<td>Indirect anatomical targeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment effects</strong></td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Delayed (typical delay 4 months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjustable</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reversible</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bilateral treatment</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implanted devices</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other considerations</strong></td>
<td>Device maintenance and programming</td>
<td>MRI guided</td>
<td>Radiation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ET, essential tremor; DBS, deep brain stimulation; FUS, focused ultrasound; GKR, gamma knife radiosurgical thalamotomy; RF, radiofrequency.
in voice tremor in 26 patients treated with caudal zona incerta DBS. There are reports of up to 75% improvement in head tremor and 60% in voice tremor 5 years after DBS implantation. Bilateral DBS had similar results in improving action tremor ranging from 66.0% to 73.8%. Among patients with bilateral thalamic DBS, ADLs were improved by 31.7% after 5 years. However, despite a greater overall reduction in tremor with bilateral thalamic DBS, some studies suggest little difference in disability or quality of life compared with unilateral treatments.

Since cerebellothalamic connections are thought to be important in tremor circuits, the PSA/cZI has been targeted for stimulation among patients with ET. Some investigators suggest that PSA/cZI DBS may have an advantage over Vim DBS in reducing side effects from stimulation. Although the number of PSA/cZI case series is smaller, it has been posited as an equally effective, but more efficient target, requiring less energy consumption from DBS systems.

Case series have demonstrated a 62%–95% reduction in overall tremor within the first year in unilateral PSA/cZI DBS treatments. This suggests that PSA/cZI stimulation may offer a viable alternative to Vim DBS for patients with ET.
and a 75.9%–80.1% reduction in tremor in bilateral cases.\textsuperscript{23, 28} Within the first 5 years after implantation, a similar reduction in efficacy has been demonstrated in unilateral (52.4%–81.1% reduction)\textsuperscript{22, 30} and bilateral (73.8% reduction) cases.\textsuperscript{31} Unilateral and bilateral PSA/cZI DBS have similar 1 year upper extremity tremor and ADL outcomes.

Thalamic DBS is not without potential complications (online supplementary table 2). Electrode insertion can cause clinically significant intracerebral haemorrhage in 0.5%–1.5% of cases. Moreover, there is a risk of wound infection (1.7%–5.4%), and hardware-related complications, such as lead fracture or migration (1.4%–3.8%).\textsuperscript{32} The most common neurological side effects of thalamic DBS are stimulation-induced paraesthesias, dysarthria and ataxia. Multiple studies have demonstrated that these side effects are more common with bilateral than with unilateral DBS.\textsuperscript{12, 22} Dysarthria has been reported in 11%–38.5% of patients with unilateral DBS,\textsuperscript{34, 35} compared with 22%–75% of bilateral thalamic DBS.\textsuperscript{32, 33, 36} Dysphasia is also more prevalent in bilateral (18.8%) compared with unilateral (9.9%) cases.\textsuperscript{34} Hypophonia has been reported in predominantly bilaterally thalamic DBS cases (5% unilateral, 18.8% bilateral).\textsuperscript{34} Bilateral thalamic DBS also has higher rates of ataxia (56%–85.7%)\textsuperscript{12, 34} compared with unilateral cases (9.1%–16.7%).\textsuperscript{22, 37} Other less common potential side effects are transient hemiparesis (unilateral: 4.5%,\textsuperscript{37} bilateral: 6.7%) and paraesthesias (unilateral: 4.5%–45%)\textsuperscript{12, 37} bilateral: 5.9%.\textsuperscript{36} There are also reports of worsening verbal fluency, but not working memory or cognitive inhibition.\textsuperscript{39} The potential side effects of PSA/cZI are similar to that of Vim DBS. Complication rates related to DBS device insertion and maintenance are theoretically similar between PSA/cZI and Vim DBS. However, since most PSA/cZI DBS case series report using lower therapeutic stimulation voltages, stimulation related side effects of PSA/cZI DBS may potentially be lower than Vim DBS. Further studies are needed to fully clarify whether PSA/cZI DBS has fewer stimulation related side effects than Vim DBS.

Neurological side effects from DBS surgery can be related to an insertion effect at the time of surgery or they can be related to stimulation once the device is turned on. Typically, side effects from insertion subside within a few weeks after surgery; however, stimulation-related side effects can persist while the device is turned on. When neurological side effects are caused by stimulation, adjustments to the parameters can be made to optimise tremor suppression while minimising neurological effects.

There is some evidence that initial reduction in tremor lessens over time, due to disease progression rather than loss of stimulation effect. While Vim DBS has excellent tremor reduction and quality of life outcomes in the short-term, Shih et al reported that among a retrospective cohort of 45 patients, 73% had a waning benefit at some point during a 5-year follow-up.\textsuperscript{40} In long-term follow-up studies among patients who underwent unilateral Vim DBS, tremor reduction was reported at 31%–46%.\textsuperscript{11, 12, 14} In patients who received bilateral Vim DBS, long-term outcomes demonstrated a 48% reduction in overall tremor scores.\textsuperscript{16, 25} In these circumstances, DBS devices can be reprogrammed to further control tremor, although results are not always satisfactory.\textsuperscript{41}

\textbf{Radiofrequency thalamotomy}

Various methods for localising and creating lesions within the ventrolateral thalamus have been described for Parkinson’s disease and other tremor disorders since the 1950s and were effective for controlling tremor. Among these early lesioning methods were chemothalamotomy, cryothalamotomy, electrolytic lesioning and RF thalamotomy.\textsuperscript{42–46} RF thalamotomy was popularised because titrating thermal doses were consistent to apply across patients.\textsuperscript{43}

RF thalamotomy is performed through a standard frontal burr hole and involves brain penetration with an RF probe. Micro-electrode recordings can be used to refine targeting via mapping of the ventrolateral thalamus. During the final targeting process, the RF probe can be used as an electrical stimulator to test for tremor arrest and for the presence of unwanted side effects. The RF probe can be heated to subablative thermal temperatures, thereby producing a ‘test lesion’. Once a permanent lesion is performed at the appropriate target, the effects on tremor suppression are immediately evident.

Many of the early studies describing the results of RF thalamotomy report results from a variety of tremor aetiologies, with Parkinson’s disease being most common and ET included to a lesser extent.\textsuperscript{47–51} Studies that have selected only patients with ET have been published.\textsuperscript{42, 52} Among these studies, most were retrospective case series; however, there are notable exceptions including prospective studies with blinded patient evaluations. We included 15 studies with a total number of 278 patients with ET (range 6–65) that received RF thalamotomy. Among the studies that we analysed, reported improvement in tremor or percentage responders ranged from 49% to 100% with a majority of studies reporting 65%–90% improvement (online supplementary table 3).\textsuperscript{45–56} Zirh et al described a cohort study of 21 patients who underwent Vim thalamotomy for ET, who were evaluated blindly preoperatively and at 3 and 12 months postoperatively. Functional assessments involved speech, hygiene, eating, drinking, dressing, writing and work tasks. Among this cohort, 90% of patients had improvements in their tremor. Akbostanci et al examined the results of 37 patients with ET who underwent Vim thalamotomy. Immediately following surgery, tremor was reduced in all patients, while at last follow-up, tremor was absent in 61% of patients and mild without functional impairment in another 14%.

Surgical complications from RF thalamotomies have been well documented and include sensory disturbances, hemiparesis, dysarthria, ataxia, gait disturbances, confusion, cognitive decline and intracerebral haemorrhage among others (online supplementary table 4). Since the RF ablation process can cause swelling surrounding the permanent lesion, many of the side effects from RF thalamotomy are transient and improve as the oedema subsides. Jankovic et al reported transient weakness in 34%, transient dysarthria in 29% and transient confusion in 20% among 60 patients.\textsuperscript{50} Most of these complications resolved early in the postoperative recovery. Permanent side effects were less common. Pahwa et al reported a 6% rate of paraesthesia after RF thalamotomy among 17 patients, whereas Tasker et al reported a higher rate among their patient cohort with PD and ET (42%) among 45 patients.\textsuperscript{54, 57} Permanent ataxia or gait difficulty (5%) was reported by Mohadjer et al.\textsuperscript{52} Dysarthria was reported in 8.9% of patients by Tasker et al and in 4.7% of patients by Nagaseki et al.\textsuperscript{42, 54, 57} Several studies noted tremor recurrence after RF thalamotomy. Akbostanci et al reported five patients who underwent reoperation for recurrence with satisfactory results out of a total of 43 patients. Early recurrences were likely due to small lesions, lesions that were placed off target or due the presence of perilesional oedema that subsides over time. Late recurrences have been reported and considered to be secondary to disease progression.

\textbf{Gamma knife radiosurgery thalamotomy}

One of Leksell’s original aims in designing the Gamma Knife (GK) was for non-invasive treatment of functional and movement disorders related to movement disorders.
Movement disorders

Disorders. However, his original vision has been largely overshadowed by the successes of GK in neuro-oncology, trigeminal neuralgia and arteriovenous malformation treatment. So far, only GK has been used for thalamotomy among patients with ET, while linear accelerators have been used for thalamotomy in pain and parkinsonian tremor.

During GK thalamotomy, patients are placed in a stereotactic frame under local anaesthetic. Typically, a single central maximal dose of 130–152 Gy using a 4 mm collimator is administered to the Vim. Optimal planning minimises radiation exposure to the internal capsule.

Most of the studies that we included were uncontrolled, retrospective and unblinded case series, which totalled approximately 350 unique patients from seven centres worldwide. These patients often had significant medical comorbidities necessitating anticoagulants (which can be continued during GK), had refused DBS or previously underwent unsuccessful DBS or RF.

Overall, the reduction of action tremor ranges from 7% to 61% and 3% to 68% at 3–9 months and last-follow-up, respectively (median of 7–152 months) (online supplementary table 5). The study with the best description of the blinded outcome assessment yielded the lowest success rate in terms of tremor reduction. Lim et al performed blinded patient assessments and found only a 7% improvement in tremor scores in 14 patients. Forty-five per cent to 100% of patients reported some degree of improvement and tremor arrest in 0%–78% of patients. Wide variations were also reported in improvement in writing (9%–70%), drawing (12%–68%), drinking (25%–57%) and pouring (-5%–87%)(9%). Tremor improvement was retained in the long term (4-10y) in 80%–88% of patients. Only one series, on bilateral stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS), included a quality of life measure (Karnovsky Performance Score, KPS), which significantly improved 43%–65% following the first SRS session and 76% following the second SRS session.

Several authors suggest that staged bilateral SRS thalamotomy can be performed safely, although the documented experience is limited to only 51 patients with ET. No adverse events reported after the second SRS session. However, in non-ET SRS, serious adverse events, including coma and death from aspiration pneumonia, have been reported with bilateral SRS thalamotomy.

Permanent side effects (most frequently hemiparesis, followed by paraesthesia, dysphasia and dysphagia) were relatively rare complications (median 0%; range 0%–18%) and no deaths were reported. Side effects were observed years after SRS in two patients; a haemorrhagic stroke occurred in the irradiated area in patients taking anticoagulants for atrial fibrillation. One case of delayed, complex involuntary movements has been reported. However, transient side effects including paraesthesia, dysphasia, dysphagia and hemiparesis were more common (median 2%; range 0%–9% (online supplementary table 6).

A major drawback of RS for ET is the lack of intraoperative clinical or electrophysiological aids to account for differences between individuals. Tractography can be of benefit to localise the Vim and internal capsule during target planning.

MR-guided focused ultrasound thalamotomy

FUS was first used as a treatment for movement disorders in 1959 by Meyers and Fry; however, broader applications of FUS were hindered by the need for an acoustic window through the skull to transmit ultrasound (US) energy into the brain. Developments in FUS transducer design and CT-based skull correction algorithms for phase shift allow successful transcranial US delivery. This has led to a resurgence of interest in FUS treatments for movement disorders, particularly ET.

During FUS thalamotomy procedures, the patient’s head is completely shaved and fixed within a stereotactic frame that is coupled to an US transducer. The patient is brought into the MRI where the procedure takes place under image guidance. The Vim nucleus is targeted stereotactically, and US energy is delivered in progressive doses until focal target temperatures are achieved, causing permanent cell death. The procedure is monitored with magnetic resonance thermometry, and the patient is awake for intraprocedural tremor assessments.

From 2013 to 2017, eight studies using FUS for the treatment of ET were identified that included a total of 151 patients (range 4–76). Among these studies, seven were uncontrolled prospective case series (OCEM level 4 evidence). After favourable results from three independent pilot studies were described, Elias et al performed a multi-institutional, double-blind randomised control trial with sham treatment conditions. This study enrolled 76 patients and demonstrated a reduction in the mean tremor score at 3 months of 47%, compared with only 0.1% reduction in the sham treatment group. At 12 months, the reduction in tremor score in the treatment group was 35%, compared with 2% in the sham group (online supplementary table 1).92

Tremor severity and quality of life were assessed pretreatment and at intervals postoperatively with the Clinical Rating Scale for Tremor (CRST) and Quality of Life in Essential Tremor questionnaire (QUEST). The duration of postoperative follow-up ranged from 3 to 12 months. Of note, all studies demonstrated a significant reduction in overall CRST scores at all time points (online supplemental table 7). No studies with results longer than 2 years have been reported thus far.

Out of the 151 treated patients in the eight studies included, the most commonly encountered adverse effects were paraesthesias involving the face, lips or fingers (27% of patients in total, 19% transient, 8% persistent beyond 1 month). This is secondary to inadvertent heating of the adjacent somatosensory thalamus. The second most common complication was ataxia and gait instability (23% overall, 19% transient, 4% persistent). Many patients with ET have mild gait disturbances preoperatively, which are temporarily worsened after thalamotomy. More uncommonly, transient (2%) and persistent (2%) hand or face weakness was apparent due to heating of the internal capsule (online supplementary table 8). Other less common complications were transient ischaemic attack, hypoguesia, persistent finger dysaesthesia and deep venous thrombosis requiring anticoagulation (1% each). Among current reports, eight patients (7.5%) experienced treatment failure secondary to insufficient heating at the target to create an ablation.

DISCUSSION

Comparative studies

In head-to-head comparisons of DBS and RF thalamotomy for tremor, there was equipoise in terms of tremor control. Schuurman et al reported a prospective, randomised trial comparing unilateral RF and DBS for severe tremor of several aetiologies (Parkinson’s disease (PD), ET and multiple sclerosis (MS)). The overall results for tremor control were not significantly different between the two groups in the short-term; however, there were more adverse events among the patients...
who underwent thalamotomy compared with DBS. Schuurman et al also presented a 5-year follow-up report from this patient cohort. This study concluded that both treatments were effective in treating tremor, although the effects of stimulation decreased at later time points among patients with ET.

Pahwa et al reported a retrospective case-control series comparing unilateral RF and DBS among patients with ET. In this study, 35 patients received RF thalamotomy; 18 patients were excluded from analysis (three patient deaths, one unsuccessful procedure, five prior thalamic surgeries and nine insufficient data). The 17 remaining patients were matched to a group of patients who underwent DBS surgery (n=17, from 81 patients). There were not any differences in the tremor outcome scores between patients who received thalamotomy vs patients who received DBS after short-term follow-up (2.2 and 3.1 months, respectively). The authors also concluded that the surgical complications were higher among patients who received thalamotomy compared with DBS. These studies helped popularised DBS as a treatment for tremor.

**Patient factors in determining treatment**

During the natural history of ET, many patients may experience asymmetric symptoms with tremor more severely affecting or disabling one upper extremity. In these circumstances, patients may elect to undergo unilateral DBS surgery or a thalamotomy procedure to treat the affected upper extremity. Tremor in the contralateral side often progresses and may warrant additional surgical treatment. In these circumstances, DBS is the best option since several studies have reported unacceptably high rates of neurological deficits in speech, swallowing and cognition following bilateral thalamic lesioning procedures (figure 2).

---

**Figure 2** Surgical treatment recommendations for essential tremor. (A) For patients with predominant unilateral tremor symptoms; contralateral DBS or thalamotomy with RF, FUS or GKRS are all surgical options. For eligible patients with bilateral tremor symptoms who wish to have both upper extremities treated, bilateral DBS can be performed safely. Bilateral thalamic DBS can be offered in a single operation, in a staged fashion or in a delayed staged fashion (months or years after initial surgery). For patients who received unilateral DBS and whose contralateral symptoms progress or become disabling, staged contralateral DBS is an option. Among patients received unilateral DBS but who do not want to undergo secondary DBS surgery, RF or GKRS thalamotomy procedures can be performed. For patients who have had infections or do not want additional implanted devices RF thalamotomy is a good option. For patients who are elderly, who are taking anticoagulants or who have general medical conditions that do not permit open surgical procedures, GKRS thalamotomy is a good treatment option. (B) Among patients who refuse DBS treatment for ET, patients with poor medical condition may be eligible for GKRS thalamotomy. For patients with favourable ultrasound penetrating skull characteristics, FUS thalamotomy is an option, and for patients with prior infected DBS systems, RF thalamotomy can be performed. ET, essential tremor; DBS, deep brain stimulation; FUS, focused ultrasound; GKRS, gamma knife radiosurgical; RF, radiofrequency.
Among patients with severe bilateral ET, DBS can be safely used bilaterally to treat tremor involving both upper extremities or with axial symptoms such as head or voice tremor. Many patients are satisfied with unilateral treatment of their dominant or more severely affected upper extremity, although many tasks require bimanual dexterity. Some surgeons advocate implanting bilateral thalamic DBS leads in a staged fashion to decrease the likelihood of complications. Although bilateral Vim DBS has been shown to improve overall tremor scores more than unilateral DBS or thalamotomy, it remains unclear whether bilateral treatment improves the overall quality of life in ET.90

Despite the long history of efficacy and safety of DBS surgery for movement disorders, many patients with ET may be reluctant to undergo DBS. Previous studies among patients with ET suggest that this patient population may be relatively risk adverse.9 100 Accordingly, some patients may elect to undergo thalamotomy procedures secondary to a perception that these procedures are less invasive, have fewer side effects or for concerns regarding permanent device implantation and related complications with DBS. Thus, thalamotomy procedures such as FUS and GKRS may initially appeal to patients with ET who might otherwise avoid or forego treatment, but as stated above a detailed discussion of risks/benefits is critical as many of the perceptions of risk for DBS and safety of FUS may be unfounded or incorrect.

In patients who are reluctant to undergo DBS, FUS, RF and GKRS thalamotomy are reasonable options (figure 2). Thalamotomy procedures may be appealing to patients who are interested in a single-encounter treatment. These patients may be unwilling or unable to attend multiple clinical appointments for DBS device programming or long-term device maintenance. There is strong evidence to support the effectiveness of FUS in tremor control among patients with ET, although some have criticised the reported complication rates.92 101 Some patients may not be candidates for FUS thalamotomy. These patients include those whose skulls do not permit US transmission or may not be candidates for FUS thalamotomy. These patients treated with RF thalamotomy, ataxia, hemiparesis, dysthria and cognitive decline have been reported. Since DBS does not create permanent tissue destruction, it is largely reversible; this improves its safety profile.

Future directions
Advances in DBS device technology are aimed to improve some of the drawbacks of DBS therapy. Developments in the intracranial electrode now have additional lead contacts and directional electrical currents, which enable more sophisticated and selective electrical fields to interact with the target brain structures. These features allow further flexibility with device programming, which can maximise beneficial electrical stimulation while minimising disabling side effects. For Vim DBS, this may improve stimulation-related side effects such as motor contractions or paraesthesias. Second, developments in internal pulse generator technology are on the horizon that will improve their longevity and may obviate the need for extension wires or subcutaneous chest implants.

Currently, thalamic DBS therapy is delivered continuously; however, for many patients with ET, symptoms are only present during manual tasks. Continuous stimulation can potentially cause negative side effects such as dysthria and imbalance. Recently, there has been an effort in the movement disorder field to apply adaptive or closed-loop DBS for Parkinson’s disease and ET. In these systems, central or peripheral sensors of abnormal brain activity can be used to detect tremor states and apply electrical currents selectively. For patients with ET, an implanted surveillance sensor could detect when a patient was planning or beginning a movement associated with tremor, and the DBS device could deliver an electric current to inhibit tremor. Such closed loop systems could conserve energy and further reduce potential complications of DBS.

Advances in neuroimaging allow for more precise visualisation of the white matter tracts around the thalamus. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) can be used to map large white matter tracts such as the internal capsule, medial lemniscus and dentatorubrothalamic tract. These studies can be used during stereotactic procedures to improve targeting and potentially make lesional operations, like FUS thalamotomy, safer.

CONCLUSION
When discussing the surgical options for patients with ET, we advocate for presenting the merits and drawbacks for the surgical modalities that the patient is a good candidate to receive. Since DBS has been safely used for decades, it is considered by many surgeons and neurologists to be the treatment of choice for most patients with medically refractory or severe ET. RF thalamotomy has also been used for decades and has been shown to be as effective in controlling tremor. However, RF thalamotomy has been associated with a higher complication rate than DBS. GKRS thalamotomy has been performed for several decades by several groups, but has received some criticism since there are no means for intra-procedural target confirmation and delayed treatment effects. FUS thalamotomy is the newest modality for tremor adverse events. These include intracerebral haemorrhages, seizures, new neurological symptoms, cognitive impairments and medical complications related to surgery. GKRS has the fewest reported serious complications and is among the safest surgical procedures for ET. FUS and RF create permanent lesions within the brain and new neurological deficits have been reported. Among patients treated with FUS, transient gait instability and paraesthesias were commonly reported. For patients treated with RF thalamotomy, ataxia, hemiparesis, dysthria and cognitive decline have been reported. Since DBS does not create permanent tissue destruction, it is largely reversible; this improves its safety profile.
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